This machine was designed to provide sweet potato growers an economical means to cut sweet potato plants from the plant beds with a minimum amount of labor. With its unique flighting system and ground shaving cutter bar, the M-600 cuts the plants and lays them back on the bed in an orderly, neat fashion. Workers can then easily and quickly box the plants. This machine is a real labor saver and should not be overlooked by a commercial sweet potato grower.

Specifications:
* Hydraulic Cutter bar Drive
* Cat II 3 Point Hitch
* Cutting Knives – 2”- 7 TPI Bolted Sections
* Cutting Width – 50” Effective Cutting Width
* Ground Driven Flighting System
* H.P requirement of 35 H.P.
* Operating Speed of 1-2 M.P.H
* Weight –800 Lbs